ITALIAN
TERM 1 PROGRAM
Mrs. Cathy Loschiavo

FOUNDATION (Prep) - WEDNESDAY WEEK A
Preps will be introduced to Italian language and songs through stories about Pinocchio, a much loved Italian character. They will be introduced to vocabulary about the body and will have the opportunity to practise simple greetings.

YEAR 1 - THURSDAY WEEK B
This term the Year One students will explore vocabulary and structures used to express feelings. Through conversation practice they will have the opportunity to ask and answer questions such as “Come stai?” – (“How are you?”)

YEAR 2 - TUESDAY WEEK B
This term Year Two students will explore vocabulary and structures about “Lo Sport” – “Sport” through games and simple texts. They will have the opportunity to read, write and illustrate sentences about their preferred sport using “Mi piace…..” – (“I like…..”)

YEAR 3 - WEDNESDAY WEEK B
During Term 1 Year Three students will have the opportunity to use modelled vocabulary to read and write simple texts about “Gli Amici” – (“Friends”). Through games and simple conversations they will have the opportunity to describe what makes a good friend.

YEAR 4- MONDAY WEEK B
This term Year Four students will have the opportunities to use interactive digital activities and role play to practise expressions about the communities to which they belong. These will include asking “Dov’è `abiti ? – “(Where do you live?)” and “la mia scuola, la mia classe e la mia famiglia” – (“my school, my class and my family)

YEAR 5- TUESDAY WEEK A
This term Year Five students will explore ‘Carnevale’, a cultural tradition in Italy. They will be encouraged to compare traditions with those of other countries and cultures. They will work on creating posters about a character from “La Commedia Dell’Arte” by translating a short text from Italian into English.

YEAR 6- THURSDAY WEEK A
During term 1 Year Six students will explore vocabulary related to “Il Benessere” – “Well being” and associated verbs. They will have the opportunity to use word lists and digital dictionaries to translate a short text from Italian to English.